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Abstract: The tooth surface friction stiffness and friction torque coefficient equations of cylindrical gear are derived.
On the basis of factors such as time⁃varying friction coefficient and mesh stiffness，support stiffness，torsional stiffness
and comprehensive error，the dynamic equations of the gear trains with bending ⁃ torsional coupling are established.
Using the Fourier series method，the total response of the system is obtained，and the influence of friction on it is
analyzed. The results show that when the spur gear enters the meshing，the frictional amplitude of the tooth surface is
larger than that of the gear when it is withdrawn from engagement，and the meshing force fluctuates greatly. The
frictional force and dynamic meshing force of the herringbone gear tooth surface are relatively stable，and the
fluctuation amplitude is much smaller than that of the spur gear. The amplitude of the bearing vibration is not affected
by the friction，but the friction has a certain influence on the bearing force of the output shaft. The first⁃order natural
frequency of the split stage and the power confluence stage has a large influence on the vibration of the bearing force.
In general，the natural frequency of the power confluence stage has a large proportion of influence.
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0 Introduction

New transmission structure is one of the re⁃
search hotspots for its potencial of improving the
power to weight ratio and power density. The re⁃
sults show that compared with the planetary gear
system，cylindrical gear split transmission system
has several advantages，such as large reduction ratio
in last stage，simplified support，high transmission
efficiency，light weight and so on［1⁃4］.

For the configuration of power split drive，the
loads transferred by the two branches should be
equal，otherwise the offset load will occur，and the
branches will bear too much load and break tooth，
resulting in major accidents. In order to improve the
dynamic performance，Kish［5］ used gear webs with
elastic material. The dynamic and mechanical prop⁃

erties of the transmission system are improved by
the large damping and smaller torsional stiffness of
the elastic material. Rashidi［6］ and Krantz［7］ adopted
a balanced beam. The results show that it is not an
effective measure，unless its coefficient of friction is
less than 0.003. To this end，Krantz［8⁃9］ has studied
the method of the clocking angle of the gear trains to
achieve load sharing. To further improve the engi⁃
neering application feasibility of the transmission
configuration，the design method of quill shaft is put
forward［10⁃12］. To satisfy the requirements of the ch ⁃
53k heavy helicopter on the transmission system of
the main reducer，Yuriy［13⁃14］ proposed a transmis⁃
sion structure with two cylindrical gear power
splits， and analyzed the influence of the flexible
shafts on the dynamic performance of the transmis⁃
sion system. Yang et al.［15］ established the torsional vi⁃
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bration dynamics model of the two ⁃ branch power
split system，and calculated the natural frequency
and dynamic response of the system. Li et al.［16］ es⁃
tablished the dynamic analysis model of the power
four ⁃ branch transmission system，and analyzed the
influence of the transmission error on the dynamic
load coefficient. Gui et al.［17］ calculated the torsional
stiffness of the elastic torque shaft and the compre⁃
hensive error of the gears，and analyzed the influ⁃
ence of the structural parameters on the dynamic
performance of the split torque gear trains. Jin et al.
［18⁃19］ studied the sensitivity parameters affecting the
load sharing performance of a split torque transmis⁃
sion，and analyzed the influence of the tooth surface
friction on the transmission error. In addition，aim⁃
ing at predicting the load sharing behaviours among
paths，Zhao et al.［20］ studied the quasistatic load
sharing behaviours of concentric torque ⁃ split face
gear transmission with flexible face gear. The re⁃
sults show that the influence of tooth surface friction
on the dynamic characteristics is not clear. Hence，
this article focused on the analysis of the influence of
tooth surface friction on the dynamic characteristics
of split torque transmission system.

The main work of this study is to establish the
dynamic model of bending ⁃torsional coupling power
split drive system based on lumped mass method，
considering stiffness，eccentricity error and friction
coefficient. The dynamic characteristics of the sys⁃
tem and the influence of the tooth surface friction on
it are obtained，which provides reference for improv⁃
ing the dynamic characteristics of the system.

1 Dynamic Model

Fig.1 depicts the configuration of a double pow⁃
er input split torque transmission system. The entire
transmission system consists of two identical sub⁃
drive systems. Each sub⁃system uses a simple fixed ⁃
axis gear train to achieve power transmission， in⁃
cluding three⁃stage drive：Bevel gear drive，cylin⁃
drical gear split torque drive and herringbone gear
power confluence drive. The components of the left
and right sub ⁃systems are distinguished by sub⁃

scripts L and R. For the sake of clarity，the input
shaft is defined by the shaft connecting the bevel
gear Zim；the split torque shaft is defined by the shaft
connecting bevel gear Zin and cylindrical gear Zip；
the duplicate gear shaft is defined by the shaft con⁃
necting cylindrical gear Zijs and herringbone gear
Zijh；and the output shaft is defined by the shaft con⁃
necting herringbone gear ZB. Here，i=L，R；j=
1，2.

According to the double power input split
torque transmission system，the dynamics model of
the system can be set up，as shown in Fig. 2. The
gear meshing deformation，the torsion deformation
of shaft and the support deformation of the bearing
are simulated by spring. The stiffness，damping and
transmission errors of the components in the model
are denoted by the letters K，c，e and the corre⁃
sponding subscripts，respectively. The system has a
total of 40 degrees of freedom，with the generalized
coordinates Y defined as

Y=( ϕRn,ϕRm,ϕRp,ϕR1s,ϕR2s,ϕR1h,ϕR2h,
ϕLn,ϕLm,ϕLp,ϕL1s,ϕL2s,ϕL1h,ϕL2h,
ϕRD,ϕLD,ϕB,ϕ o,XRnm,YRnm,ZRnm,
XRnp,YRnp,ZRnp,XR1,YR1,XR2,YR2,
XLnm,YLnm,ZLnm,XLnp,YLnp,ZLnp,
XL1,YL1,XL2,YL2,XB,YB )

（1）

where ϕin，ϕim，ϕip，ϕijs，ϕijh and ϕB are the micro⁃dis⁃
placement angles of the gears Zin，Zim，Zip，Zijs，Zijh
and ZB，respectively；ϕiD and ϕo the micro⁃displace⁃

Fig.1 Sketch of double input power split torque transmis⁃
sion system
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ment angles of the input and output，respectively；
Ximn and Yimn，Xinp and Y inp，Xij and Yij，XB and YB

the lateral displacements of input shaft，split torque
shaft，double gear shaft and output shaft，respec⁃
tively；Zimn and Zinp the axial displacements of the in⁃
put and output shaft，respectively.

2 Dynamic Equations

2. 1 Coordinate transformation

Fig.3 shows the relationship between the gener⁃
alized coordinate system and the local coordinate

system. Reference coordinate frames with super⁃
script“*”are local，and the direction of Y* and Y
coincides with the line of action for each particular
meshing gears. θip，θi1，θi2，θiB，θ represent the an⁃
gle between center lines within Zip and Zi1s，Zi2s；
within Zi1s and Zip，ZB；within Zi2s and Zip，ZB；with⁃
in ZB and Zi1h，Zi2h；within ZB and ZLp，ZRp，respec⁃
tively. The pressure angle of the gear is indicated by
α and the corresponding subscript. According to the
geometric relations shown in Fig.3，the transforma⁃
tion relations between generalized coordinates and
local coordinates can be obtained

Fig.2 Dynamic model of double power input gear split torque transmission system

Fig.3 Relationship of partial and generalized coordinates of system
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Xin = Xip cosθin + Yip sinθin
Yin = -Xip sinθin + Yip cosθin
X *
ip = Xip cosθip + Yip sinθip

Y *
ip = -Xip sinθip + Yip cosθip

X *
ij = Xijcosθ' ij+ Yijsinθ' ij

Y *
ij =-Xijsinθ' ij+ Yijcosθ' ij

X *
iB = XiB cosθiB + YiB sinθiB

Y *
iB =-XiB sinθiB + YiB cosθiB

XRB = XLB cosθ+ YLB sinθ
YRB =-XLB sinθ+ YLB cosθ

（2）

where θRn = ( θRp/2- θ/2- αRnp1s )，θLn = ( θLp/2-
θ/2- αLnp1s ). θ'R1， θ'R2， θ'L1 and θ'L2 are ( θR1 +

αRnp1s + αRnB1h + π )， ( θR2 - αRnp2s - αRnB2h - π )，
( θL1 - αLnp1s - αLnB1h - π )， and ( θL2 + αLnp2s +
αLnB2h + π )，respectively. For the unity of symbols，
we define the generalized coordinates of the output
shafts as follows：XB=XLB，YB=YLB.

2. 2 Force analysis of transmission system

Define that Finm2n，Finpjs and FinB2h are the mesh⁃
ing forces between gear pairs in the power input，
split torque and the power confluence stage，respec⁃
tively. Therefore，we have
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Finp1s = Kinp1s (-Yip + ribpϕip - Y ∗
i1 - rib1sϕi1s - einp1s )+ cinp1s (-Ẏ ip + ribp ϕ̇ ip - Ẏ ∗

i1 - rib1s ϕ̇ i1s - ė inp1s )
Finp2s = Kinp2s (-Y ∗

ip + ribpϕip - Yi2 - rib2sϕi2s - einp2s )+ cinp2s (-Ẏ ∗
ip + ribp ϕ̇ ip - Ẏ i2 - rib2s ϕ̇ i2s - ė inp2s )

FinB1h = K inB1h (-Yi1 + rib1hϕi1h - Y ∗
iB - rbBϕB - einB1h )+ cinB1h (-Ẏ i1 + rib1h ϕ̇ i1h - Ẏ ∗

iB - rbB ϕ̇B - ė inB1h )
FinB2h = KinB2h (-Y ∗

i2 + rib2hϕi2h - YiB - rbBϕB - einB2h )+ cinB2h (-Ẏ ∗
i2 + rib2h ϕ̇ i2h - Ẏ iB - rbB ϕ̇B - ė inB2h )

Finm2n = Kinm2n (-Xim - Xin ) PXmn - Kinm2n (-Zim - Zin ) PZmn - Kinm2n (-Yim + ϕim ripm - Yin - ϕin ripn ) PYmn -
Kinm2n einm2n + cinm2n (- Ẋ im - Ẋ in ) PXmn - cinm2n (- Ż im - Ż in ) PZmn -

cinm2n (-Ẏ im + ϕ̇ im ripm - Ẏ in - ϕ̇ in ripn ) PYmn - cinm2n ė inm2n

（3）
where ribp，rib1s，rib2s，rib1h，rib2h，and rbB are the base
radius of Zip，Zi1s，Zi2s，Zi1h，Zi2h，and ZB，respec⁃
tively；ripm and ripn the meshing radius of Zim and Zin，
respectively. PXmn，PYmn，and PZmn the calculation co⁃
efficients，which could be obtained by Eq.（4）.
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PXmn = sinδin ⋅ sinβin ⋅ cosαin + cosδin ⋅ sinαin
PZmn = cosδin ⋅ sinβin ⋅ cosαin - sinδin ⋅ sinαin
PYmn = cosβin ⋅ cosαin

（4）
where αin is the normal pressure angle of Zin；βin the
helix angle；and δin the cone angle of Zin. Suppose
that finpjs and finBjh are the frictional forces in the gear
pair of the split torque and power confluence stage，
thus

ì
í
î

finpjs = μinpjsFinpjs

finBjh = μinBjhFinBjh
（5）

where μinpjs and μinBjh are the time⁃varying friction co⁃
efficients between gear pairs of the split torque and
power confluence stage. The friction coefficient be⁃
tween the meshing surfaces is difficult to calculate
accurately，because it is influenced by the meshing
state，geometric parameters，microstructure of the

tooth surface and the system conditions and lubrica⁃
tion. The calculation model of friction coefficient be⁃
tween the meshing surfaces is：Coulomb friction
model，Buckingham empirical formula，Benedict &
Kelly calculation model and elastohydrodynamic lu⁃
brication（EHL）friction coefficient calculation theo⁃
ry. The research result［21］ shows that the friction co⁃
efficient calculated by EHL theory is closer to the
experimental value. Therefore，the friction coeffi⁃
cient calculation model based on EHL theory is ad⁃
opted in this paper. The friction coefficient can be
expressed as
ì

í

î

ïï

ïï

μ= ef (SR,Ph,ν0,S )P b2
h || SR b3V b6

e ν
b7
0 R

b8

f ( SR,P h,ν0,S )= b1 + b4 || SR P h log10 ( ν0 )+

b5 e- || SR Ph log10 ( ν0 ) + b9 eS
（6）

where ν0 is the dynamic viscosity of the lubricating
oil；Ph the maximum Hertz contact stress；Ve，SR
and R are the entrainment velocity，slide ⁃ roll ratios
and comprehensive curvature radius at the contact
point of meshing tooth surface，respectively；S is
the root mean square of tooth flank roughness；b1—
b9 is the empirical parameter，as shown in Table 1.
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The meshing forces and frictional forces of the
gear pairs in the input stage，the split stage and the
power confluence stage are decomposed and com⁃
bined along the generalized coordinate system，and
the resultant force in the generalized coordinate sys⁃
tem direction is
ì
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Fimx= Finm2nPXmn

Fimy= Finm2nPYmn

Fimz= Finm2nPZmn

Fipz=-Finm2nPZmn

Fipx=-Finp2s sinθip - finp1s - finp2s cosθip
Fipy= Finp2s cosθip + Finp1s + finp2s sinθip
Fi1x=-Finp1s sinθ' i1 - finB1h - finp1s cosθ' i1
Fi1y= Finp1s cosθ' i1 + FinB1h + finp1s sinθ' i1
Fi2x=-FinB2h sinθ' i2 - finp2s - finB2h cosθ' i2
Fi2y= FinB2h cosθ' i2 + Finp2s + finB2h sinθ' i2
FBx=-FRnB1h sin ( θRB + θ )- FRnB2h sinθ-

FLnB1h sinθLB - fLnB2h - fRnB1h cos ( θRB + θ )-
fRnB2h cosθ- fLnB2h cosθLB

FBy= FRnB1h cos ( θRB + θ )+ FRnB2h cosθ+ FLnB2h +
FLbB1h cosθLB + fRnB1h sin ( θRB + θ )+
fRnB1h sin ( θRB + θ )+ fRnB2h sinθ+ fLbB2h sinθLB

（7）

2. 3 Dynamic equation of transmission system

Fig.1 shows two sub⁃transmission system’s in⁃
put torque TRD and TLD，along with the load To. Ac⁃
cording to Newton’s law，torsional vibration and
axial vibration differential equations in the trans⁃
mission system can be derived， as is shown in
Eqs.（8），（9），respectively.
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IiD ϕ̈ iD = TiD - KiDm ( ϕiD - ϕim ) - ciDm ⋅ ( ϕ̇ iD - ϕ̇ im )
Iim ϕ̈ im = KiDm ( ϕiD - ϕim ) + ciDm ( ϕ̇ iD - ϕ̇ im ) -Fiym ripm

Iin ϕ̈ in = Fiyn ripn - Kinp ( ϕin - ϕip ) - cinp ( ϕ̇ in - ϕ̇ ip )
Iip ϕ̈ ip = Kinp ( ϕin - ϕip ) + cinp ( ϕ̇ in - ϕ̇ ip ) -

Finp1s ribp - Finp2s ribp + finp1s r ri1p + finp2s r ri2p

Iijs ϕ̈ ijs = Finpjs ribjs - Kijsjh ( ϕijs - ϕijh )-
cijsjh ( ϕ̇ ijs - ϕ̇Rijh )- finpjs r rijs
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Iijh ϕ̈ ijh = Kijsjh ( ϕijs - ϕijh )+ cijsjh ( ϕ̇ ijs - ϕ̇ ijh )-
FinBjh ribjh + finBjh r rijh

IB ϕ̈B =-KBo ( ϕB - ϕ o )- cBo ( ϕ̇B - ϕ̇ o )+
( FRnB1h + FRnB2h + FLnB1h + FLnB2h ) rbB -
( fRnB1h rrR1B + fRnB2h r rR2B + fLnB1h rrL1B + fLnB2h rrL2B )

Io ϕ̈ o = -T o + KBo ( ϕB - ϕ o )+ cBo ( ϕ̇B - ϕ̇ o )

（8）
where rrijp，rrijs，rrijh，and rrijB are friction forces finpjs
on gear Zip，finpjs on gear Zijs，finBjh on gear Zijh，finBjh
on gear ZB.
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mimx Ẍ im = Fimx- Kimx Xim - cimx Ẋ im

mimyŸ im = Fimy- KimyYim - cimyẎ im

mimz Z̈ im = Fimz- Kimz Zim - cimz Ż im

(mip + min ) Ẍ ip = Fipx- Kipx Xip - cipx Ẋ ip

(mip + min )Ÿ ip = Fipy- KipyYip - cipyẎ ip

(mip + min ) Z̈ ip = Fipz- Kipz Zip - cipz Ż ip

(mijh + mijs ) Ẍ ij= Fijx- Kijx Xij- cijx Ẋ ij

(mijh + mijs )Ÿ ij= Fijy- Ki1yYij- ci1yẎ ij

mB ẌB = FBx- KBx XB - cBx ẊB

mBŸB = FBy- KByYB - cByẎB

（9）
In order to eliminate the displacement of the

rigid body， the relative displacement of the gear
meshing line and the torsional line displacement of
the shaft are shown in Eqs.（10），（11），respectively.
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Yinm2n = PiX (-XRm - XRn )- PiZ (-Zim - Zin )-
PiY (-Yim + θim ripm - YRn - θin ripn )- einm2n

Yinp1s = (-Yip + ribpϕip )-(Y ∗
i1 + rib1sϕi1s )- einp1s

Yinp2s = (-Y ∗
ip + ribpϕip )-(Yi2 + rib2sϕi2s )- einp2s

YinB1h = (-Yi1 + rib1hϕi1h )-(Y ∗
iB + rbBϕB )- einB1h

YinB2h = (-Y ∗
i2 + rib2hϕi2h )-(YiB + rbBϕB )- einB2h

（10）
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YiDm = riDn ( ϕiD - ϕim )
Yinp = rinp ( ϕin - ϕip )
Yi1s1h = ri1s1h ( ϕi1s - ϕi1h )
Yi2s2h = ri2s2h ( ϕi2s - ϕi2h )
YBo = rBo ( ϕB - ϕ o )

（11）

Table 1 Empirical parameters of EHL

Parameter
Value

b1

-8.916 4
b2

1.033 0
b3

1.036 0
b4

-0.354 0
b5

2.812 0
b6

-0.100 6
b7

0.752 7
b8

-0.390 9
b9

0.620 3
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where riDm，rinp，ri1s1h，ri2s2h，and rBo are the equiva⁃
lent radius of the input shaft，the split shaft，the du⁃
plicate gear shaft 1，the duplicate gear shaft 2 and
the output shaft，respectively.

The torsional displacement of the meshing gear
pairs ZRp and ZR1s is converted into a line displace⁃
ment along the meshing line by combining Eqs.（8），

（10）and（11），and the differential equation of the
meshing line is

ŸRnp1s=-
FRpy-KRpyYRp

MRnp
+ FR1x-KR1x XR1

MR1
sinθ'R1-

FR1y-KR1yYR1

MR1
cosθ'R1-FRnp1s

r 2Rb1s
IR1s
+

( KR1s1hYR1s1h+cR1s1hẎR1s1h )
rRbp
rRDp IRp

-

( KR1s1hYR1s1h+cR1s1hẎR1s1h )
rRb1s

rR1s1h IR1s
-

( FRnp1s+FRnp2s )
r 2Rbp
IRp
+ fRnp1s r rR1s rRb1s

IR1s
+

( fRnp2s r rR2p+fRnp1s r rR1p )
rRbp
IRp
- ëRnp1s

（12）
where MR1 = mR1h + mR1s. Similarly，the differential
equations on the other gear pairs meshing lines
could also be obtained.

Based on Eqs.（8）and（11），the torsional dis⁃
placement of the right branch duplicate gear shaft 1
is converted into linear displacement，thus vibration
differential equation of torsional line displacement
ŸR1s1h is

ŸR1s1h =
FRnp1s rRb1s rR1s1h

IR1s
- KR1s1hYR1s1h

IR1s
+

fRnp1s r rR1s rR1s1h
IR1s

- cR1s1hẎR1s1h

IR1s
+

FRnB1h rRb1h rR1s1h
IR1h

- KR1s1hYR1s1h

IR1h
+

fRnB1h r rR1h rE1s1h
IR1h

- cR1s1hẎR1s1h

IR1h

（13）

Similarly，differential equations of the torsional
line displacement vibration of the other shafts could
be obtained.

Based on the analysis above，the dynamic dif⁃
ferential equations of the transmission system with

only line displacement could be derived.

3 Friction Coefficient of Tooth Sur⁃

face

The frictional force and friction torque between
the meshing surfaces are related to the factors such
as friction coefficient，meshing stiffness， friction
arm and so on. Friction coefficient，meshing stiff⁃
ness and friction arm are all time⁃dependent periodic
functions. In order to facilitate the subsequent calcu⁃
lation and analysis，the product of the time ⁃varying
friction coefficient and the time ⁃ varying meshing
stiffness is defined as the friction stiffness Kf of the
gear pair. The product of the time ⁃ varying friction
stiffness and the friction arm is defined as the fric⁃
tion torque coefficient KTf of the gear pair

ì
í
î

Kf ( t )= λKf ( t ) μ ( t )K ( t )
KTf ( t )= λKf ( t ) μ ( t )K ( t ) r ( t )

(14)

where λKf ( t ) is the friction direction coefficient，
when the meshing point passes through the pitch
point，the direction changes；and r (t) the friction
arm.

3. 1 Friction stiffness and friction torque of

spur gear

The spur gear meshing schematic diagram is
shown in Fig.4. For the spur gear transmission sys⁃
tem，the length of the contact line KK' is constant
and parallel to the axis from entering the mesh to ex⁃
iting mesh. In a meshing cycle，the time ⁃ varying

Fig.4 Engagement process of spur gear
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friction stiffness Kfi (t)， the friction torque coeffi⁃
cients KTf1i (t) and KTf2i (t) of the contact tooth pair
i can be expressed as

ì

í

î

ïï

ïï

Kfi ( )t = λi ( )t μi ( )t koi l
KTf1i ( )t = λ1i ( )t μi ( )t koi lR 1i ( )t
KTf2i ( )t = λ2i ( )t μi ( )t koi lR 2i ( )t

(15)

where koi is the meshing stiffness of the contact line，
and l the length of contact line. The total frictional
stiffness and the total frictional torque coefficient of
the spur gear pair in a meshing cycle are obtained by
superimposing all the teeth in a meshing cycle.

ì

í

î

ï
ï
ïï

ï
ï
ïï

Kf ( )t = ∑
i

Kfi ( )t

KTf1 ( )t = ∑
i

KTf1i ( )t

KTf2 ( )t = ∑
i

KTf2i ( )t

(16)

The calculation results of the friction stiffness
and torque coefficient of spur gear are shown in
Figs. 5，6. It can be seen that the direction of rela⁃
tive sliding speed between the contact flank chang⁃
es，and as the meshing point moves away from the
pitch point，the relative sliding speed and coefficient
of friction increase. Hence，the frictional stiffness
changes like them. In addition，the friction torque of
the driving gear is the same as the direction of the
driving torque. For the driven gear， during the
meshing process from the entering point to the pitch
point，the friction torque is the same as the load
torque. However，when the meshing point passes
through the node，the conclusion is reversed.

3. 2 Friction stiffness and friction torque of her⁃

ringbone gear

Herringbone gear can be considered as double

helical gears. Engagement process of helical gear is
shown in Fig. 7. The length of the contact line KK'
gradually increases from zero to peak then decreases
to zero during the mesh. If one tooth of the gear pair
is divided into n pieces of unit length in the direction
of the tooth width，each piece can be regarded as a
pair of spur gears. At time t，the frictional stiffness
Kfi ( t，j ) and the friction torque coefficients
KTf1i ( t，j )，KTf2i ( t，j ) of the jth piece can be ex⁃
pressed as

ì

í

î

ïï

ïï

Kfi ( t,j )= λi ( t,j ) μi ( t,j ) koidl
KTf1i ( t,j )= λ1i ( t,j ) μi ( t,j ) koi R 1i ( t,j ) dl
KTf2i ( t,j )= λ2i ( t,j ) μi ( t,j ) koi R 2i ( t,j ) dl

(17)

Fig.5 Friction stiffness of spur gear

Fig.6 Friction torque coefficient of spur gear

Fig.7 Engagement process of helical gear
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where dl is the unit contact line length. At that spe⁃
cific moment，the friction stiffness and the friction
torque coefficient of the tooth i are

ì

í

î

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï

Kfi ( )t = ∑
j= 1

m

Kfi ( t,j )

KTf1i ( )t = ∑
j= 1

m

KTf1i ( t,j )

KTf2i ( )t = ∑
j= 1

m

KTf2i ( t,j )

(18)

where m is the number of pieces involved in the
mesh at that moment. Substituting Eq.（18）into
Eq.（16），the total friction stiffness and the total fric⁃
tion torque coefficient of the helical gear pair in a
meshing cycle can be obtained.

Figs.8，9 are the curves of the friction stiffness
and the friction torque coefficient of the herringbone
gear. Their variation law is the same，and the varia⁃
tion amplitude of the driven gear is larger than that
of the driving gear. Compared with the spur gear
transmission，the stiffness curve is continuous with⁃
out abrupt changes and its direction is almost con⁃
stant. Due to the symmetry of the double helical
gear，the direction of the friction torque coefficient
hardly changes，so the resultant force direction of
the friction is unchanged，which plays an important
role in improving the dynamic characteristics of the
gear transmission system and the tooth surface wear.

4 Analysis and Discussion

According to the transmission power and speed
of an aviation reducer，the design parameters of the
reducer are optimized，which are shown in Table 2.
Since the dynamic equations are complex and the de⁃
grees of freedom involved is large，it is difficult to

solve the dynamic equations by analytical method
and numerical integration method. Therefore，the
Fourier series method is used to solve the dynamic
characteristics of the transmission system. In order
to investigate the effect of tooth surface roughness
on the dynamic characteristics of the system，the
mean square root of the tooth roughness is set as
0.3，0.6 and 0.9 μm，respectively.

4. 1 Tooth surface dynamic friction

Fig.10 is the time⁃domain response map of tooth
surface dynamic friction. It can be seen that the dy⁃
namic friction of the system has periodic fluctua⁃
tion，and tooth surface friction of herringbone gear
is more stable than spur gear.

During the meshing process，the direction of
spur gear’s tooth surface friction is changed，how⁃
ever， that of herringbone gear is unchanged. We
compared tooth surface friction absolute value in
three different kinds of roughness and found that the
friction increases with the rise of the mean square
root of the roughness，the friction coefficient is larg⁃
er when the roughness is larger. For the spur gear
meshing process，when the pair of teeth enter and
exit meshing，the change in the number of teeth
causes a sudden change in the meshing force of theFig.8 Friction stiffness of herringbone gear

Fig.9 Friction torque coefficient of herringbone gear
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tooth surface，resulting in the amplitude of tooth
surface frictional reaching the maximum. Since the
tooth surface friction factor at the time of entering
mesh is greater than that of exiting mesh，resulting

in greater frictional force，the magnitude of the abso⁃
lute value of the frictional force is greater when the
gear teeth enter the mesh. For herringbone gear，
since the contact ratio of the double helical gear pair

Table 2 Main parameters of the transmission system

Parameter
Input power / kW

Input speed / (r ·min−1)
Normal module of power input, split torque and power confluence stage / mm

Gear ratio of power input, split torque and power confluence stage
Pressure angle of power input, split torque and power confluence stage / (°)
Face width of power input, split torque and power confluence stage / mm

Helical angle of power input and power confluence stage / (°)
Installation angles of θij, θip and θ / (°)

Value
2 000
20 900

3.85, 3.5, 4
27/74, 31/98, 23/215

20, 22.5, 20
45, 48, 100

30
108,104, 150

Fig.10 Time⁃domain image of the vibration response of friction force
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is large and the gears in the mesh is more，plus，the
directionality of the tooth friction makes the friction⁃
al force partially offset，the herringbone gears are vi⁃
brated smoothly and the amplitudes are much small⁃
er than that of spur gears.

There is a certain relationship between rough⁃
ness and friction coefficients，but how to choose
roughness is complicated because it involves many
factors，such as material properties，surface struc⁃
ture，oil film and so on. In general，in an oil ⁃ lubri⁃

cated environment，it is not as small as possible，as
it involves at least the oil film. Therefore，there is a
balance value，and it is necessary to test and explore
specific friction pairs.

4. 2 Dynamic meshing force of tooth pair

Fig. 11 is the time ⁃ domain diagram of the dy⁃
namic meshing force between gear pairs. It can be
seen that there is periodic fluctuation of dynamic
meshing force in each branch，and the vibration am⁃
plitude of the herringbone gear is relatively smaller.

Fig.11 Time⁃domain image of the vibration response of meshing force
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As can be seen from Figs.11（a），（b），（e）and（f），

for spur gear，there is a noticeable meshing impact
due to abrupt changes in the number of gears partici⁃
pating in the mesh. When the teeth are engaged，the
direction of the friction torque is opposite to that of
the driving gear torque， thereby suppressing the
generation of the meshing force. During exit mesh⁃
ing，the direction of the frictional torque is the same
as that of the driving gear torque，thereby increasing
the meshing force. As the surface roughness of the
tooth increases，the dynamic meshing force increas⁃
es when the gear enters the mesh，and the meshing
force at the time of exit is reduced. It can be seen
from Figs.11（c），（d），（g）and（h）that for herring⁃
bone gear，due to the small change in the meshing
stiffness of double helical gears，the dynamic mesh⁃
ing force response in the power confluence stage is
stable and the vibration amplitude is smaller than
that of the spur gear. Besides，for the closed force
system of the transmission structure，the asymme⁃
try of the force is caused by the structure itself，and

amplified by the contact ratio，so the herringbone
gears teeth dynamic meshing forces of power conflu⁃
ence stages in the left and the right branches have
significant differences.

4. 3 Bearing dynamic supporting force

Fig.12 is the bearing force of the time ⁃domain
signal and frequency⁃domain signal. From the time⁃
domain signals in Figs. 12（a）—（f），it can be seen
that the roughness has little effect on the vibration
amplitude of each split ⁃ torque and duplicate gear
shaft bearing，but has some influence on the local vi⁃
bration characteristics. Generally，the impact of the
natural frequency of the power confluence stage is
greater. It is clear that the effect on the bearing force
vibration is mainly the first ⁃ order natural frequency
of the split stage and the power confluence stage，
and with the increase of the roughness，the influ⁃
ence of the split stage is increasing and that of the
power confluence stage is decreasing. From the
time⁃domain signal of Fig.12（g），it can be seen that
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the vibration of the output shaft bearing force is com⁃
plicated，and the vibration amplitude and the fluctua⁃
tion of the output shaft bearing force increase with
the rise of the tooth surface roughness. As can be
seen from the frequency ⁃ domain signal，the incre⁃
ment is the first ⁃ order response，while changes of
the other orders are not obvious.

5 Conclusions

（1）The product of time⁃varying friction coeffi⁃
cient and time ⁃ varying meshing stiffness is defined
as the friction stiffness of gear pair. The product of
time⁃varying friction stiffness and friction arm is de⁃

fined as the friction torque coefficient of gear pair，
and spur gear and helical gear’s friction stiffness and
friction torque coefficient equations are derived.

（2）Taking multiple factors such as time ⁃vary⁃
ing friction coefficient，time ⁃ varying meshing stiff⁃
ness，support stiffness，torsional stiffness and com⁃
prehensive error into account， the dynamic equa⁃
tions of the double⁃input split torque transmission
system with bending ⁃ torsional coupling is estab⁃
lished.

（3）The friction stiffness curve of the herring⁃
bone gear is more stable and the amplitude of the
frictional stiffness is smaller. Compared with spur

Fig.12 Time⁃domain and frequency⁃domain images of the vibration response of bearing force
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gear’s friction stiffness curve，herringbone gear’s
curve is continuously changed without any muta⁃
tion，and the direction of friction stiffness is un⁃
changed. Therefore，during the meshing process，
the direction of the tooth surface friction of the spur
gear is changed，and that of herringbone gear is un⁃
changed.

（4）The friction force of herringbone gear is
more stable than the spur gear，and the fluctuation
is much smaller than spur gear. The meshing force
of the spur gear is larger when entering mesh due to
the directionality of the tooth friction force. The
change of the meshing stiffness of herringbone gear
is small， so the dynamic meshing force changes
smoothly and the vibration amplitude is small. The
amplitude of the bearing vibration is not obviously
affected by the friction，but the friction has a certain
influence on the bearing force of the output shaft.
The effect on the bearing force vibration is mainly
the first ⁃ order natural frequency of the split stage
and the power confluence stage. Generally，the im⁃
pact of the natural frequency of the power conflu⁃
ence stage is large.
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